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Abstract
Using amateur level equipment and freeware analysis tools, the Cal Poly Observatory (CPO)
wished to test whether or not it could actually observe the astronomical phenomena called
exoplanetary transits. Using a variety of equipment and tests, the CPO was able to confirm it
could clearly observe the transits of several well-known transiting planets, including HD189733b
and HAT-P-6. With these tests and observations completed, future student researchers can
continue Cal Poly’s transit search and contribute to the global pursuit for exoplanets.

Introduction
The search for extrasolar planets is astronomy’s new hot topic of this millennium. With the rapid
advancement of technology, not only do we now look deeper into space and time, we also can
see clearer pictures of our closer neighbors.
Extrasolar planets, or exoplanets as they’ll be referred to in the rest of this paper, are planets
that orbit stars that are not our Sun. Detections of such objects are extremely difficult to
accomplish, since their own comparatively more massive stellar parents themselves are point
sources of light. How can one detect an even smaller dark object?
Indeed these planets are effectively invisible to us, especially when next to their impossibly
bright sun(s), but we can infer their existence by other more indirect methods. Each method of
detection has their own advantages and disadvantages, yielding different information for each
type. The most successful and useful of these methods include radial velocity and transits.

Radial Velocity Method
To date, the radial velocity method has detected and confirmed the most exoplanets, roughly
400 of the 500 known exoplanets. Using an understanding of Doppler shifts and orbital
mechanics, astronomers make observations spanning several years to see changes in the star’s
relative velocity. If massive planets are indeed orbiting the star, their orbit could wobble the
star’s own orbit around their collective center of mass, enough that an orbital period can be
timed and a planet confirmed. This method requires highly precise spectroscopy to detect the
subtle blue/red shifts in the star’s relative motion, and requires several years of study. However,
the quality and quantity of results prove that it’s one of the most effective and efficient
procedures to detect exoplanets

Transit Method
The second most voluminous observational method is the transit method. The theory behind
transits is if a planet orbits around a star that has an orbital plane that arrives edgewise in view
to Earth, the planet might block out some of the light of the star when it comes between Earth
and the star. This decrease in light can be detected quite clearly with space telescopes; however
terrestrial detection proves to be a little tougher, if not impossible. Atmospheric scintillation, i.e.
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the atmospheric disturbances that cause stars to twinkle on Earth, makes these dimmings of
even the largest exoplanets (roughly 1-3%, most are fractional a percent) impossible to detect
over the noise generated by the air. However, using differential photometry, we can compare
the brightness disturbances with neighboring stars, subtract them from the target star’s data,
and
d peel away this data noise and find the transit buried below.

Figure 1:: Planetary transit with respective light curve. Notice that the light curve is an even, flat brightness
level over time, and the transit makes it dim a par
particular
ticular depth. This entire curve can be expressed with six
1
values: the period, the depth, and times that contacts 1-4 occur.

Once this is revealed, the period and brightness depth can be measured, which can find the
properties of not only the planet’s orb
orbit, but its size too. With more and more telescopes like
Kepler being launched, completely devoted towards transit detection, and even more amateur
installations joining in the global search, the transit method is quickly rising into becoming
becom
the
most promising
ising tool toward exoplanet detection yet.
One other consideration for the transit method is the detection of contacts. As seen above,
above the
dip in brightness due to a transit is not a perfect step function. First and fourth contacts are
when the planet firstt enters and exit the star’s visual surface area, when the planet is only
partially obscuring the star with a portion of its size. The seco
second
nd and third are when the light
curve actually bottoms out by covering the star with the whole of the planet. The transition
slopes from bright to dim (first to second contacts), and vice versa (third and fourth), are
important to detect. If these contacts around the slopes are not observed, the dimming can be
explained by other astronomical phenomena. However, when contacts are observed, the transit
trans
explanation can be confirmed (Charbonneau, et al. 2000).

Math behind Transits and Radial Velocity
Below is one simple method to determine the size of a transiting planet. To be more specific, a
planet’s size refers to how much surface area the spherical planet blocks of the parent star, and
in turn communicates its volume. This is heavily dependent on the fact that the parent star’s
size is already known,, which is often the case due to accurate spectral classifications.

1

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Planetary_transit.svg
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Since the distance between star and exoplanet are totally insignificant compared to the
distances between the star and the Earth (conceptually, a planet at 1.0 AU will dim its star the
same amount as a 2.0 AU planet of same size because the Earth is dozens or even hundreds of
light years away), using the brightness depth “ ,” we can find the planetary radius to be:
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To find orbital distance from parent star “,” we can use the period found from either method
and plug it into Kepler’s Third Law (again, we know what the parent’s stellar mass is due to
spectral classification):
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Using Newton’s gravitation laws and orbit equations, we can use “” to find the tangential
velocity of the planet, and then in turn use conservation of momentum to find the mass:
  








 



However, when we only have radial velocity data, this mass is only an “apparent” mass that
makes the parent star gyrate, however we cannot assume we are observing the full gyration. If
the planetary system is tilted anything more than fractional arcseconds from edge-on view to
Earth, then we only see the edge-on component of the velocity change instead of the full
velocity. Thus, we can only assume this “apparent” mass is the minimum the mass can be:
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But, if we have additional observations from the transit method, we can confidently claim, for all
practical purposes, =90o, thus    , which in turn confirms the planet’s mass instead of
being limited to a bare minimum. With radial velocity and transit methods together, we can find
all the physical properties of our candidate planet (Scott, et al. 2008).

Other Methods
All other methods are more idiosyncratic, only useable for very specific planetary systems.
Gravitational microlensing, astrometry, timing of pulsar or eclipsing binaries, and direct
examinations of circumstellar disks all give viable information for candidate planets. However,
due to their specific requirements to perform calculations, these remaining methods are not
nearly as robust in detecting a wide array of systems as radial velocity or transits (which is saying
something, since both depend on near-ideal orientations of orbital planes).

Previous Research
Kepler is a space telescope specifically designed to observe transits in a specific portion of the
sky. While multi-million dollar projects like Kepler are very effective in detecting transits, no
astrophysicist can deny the profound influence that amateur astronomers still have over
celestial discovery. Telescopes like Kepler and HST have very busy schedules, and often when a
phenomena is detected by such instruments, it’s up to other installations to double check and
confirm the measurements first detected by these units. This is where the small-scale
observatories come into play. Even when smothered by a 20-mile thick blanket of disruptive air,
can ground-based telescopes detect these transits? Can they be added to the global exoplanet
database to confirm or deny the findings of the busy space telescopes? This is what a handful of
California colleges wish to test.

Previous UCSC Research
In the summer of 2004, a collection of astronomers headed by Timothy Castellano, Gregory
Laughlin, and Richard Stone Terry wished to prove that one could indeed detect these
phenomena. Using a fairly rudimentary tripod assembly and inexpensive CCD, the astronomers
made various readings of the sky while inside the bright cityscape of Santa Cruz, California. By
looking at already discovered, very “deep” transits (i.e., transits that dim greatly), they still
detected transits within acceptable error bars in these imperfect conditions. However, what if
we wish to observe a candidate planet that does not have a “deep” transit? While Castellano’s
group has shown we can see ideal transits in flawed terrestrial conditions, what about harder,
less visible transits in similar ground conditions (Castellano et al., 2004)?

Previous CPO Research
The CPO has taken several years of preparation and calibration to generate the levels of
accuracy needed to preform the exoplanet searches similar to UCSC. In Summer 2008, Cal Poly
Physics students under the guidance of Dr. David Mitchell began to lay out the first steps toward
an exoplanet search, attempting to confirm the results made in Santa Cruz. Unfortunately,
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equipment preparation in the CPO took the whole summer, and no observations were made.
However, their efforts were not in vain, for the hours they spent setting up the newly purchased
CCD camera, the new focuser assembly with focal reducer, and the autoguider for better
tracking were hours saved and used as observation time for the next Cal Poly Physics students to
continue their research.

Equipment Terms
Already this paper has thrown out some equipment terms that might not be readily
recognizable to most readers. Here are some terms that will come up several times for the
remainder of the paper, and will need to be understood to follow the process.

Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)
The CCD is an imager chip that astronomers use effectively
as a scientific camera. While CCDs have multiple uses in
other disciplines and other branches of astronomy (namely
spectroscopy), the usefulness as accurate measurers of
stars’ visual-light apparent magnitude is what we are most
concerned with. Far superior over photographic plates,
images created by CCDs give astronomers the freedom to
numerically manipulate their images within hours of
observing.2
A CCD is surprisingly simple in construction; however be in Figure 2: The exact model of CCD used
2
in the CPO, the SBIG ST-10X.
mind this simple construction is microscopic in size. The
imager chip, or the surface that the CCD “exposes” images,
is simply a grid of millions of pixels, or squares of photon collectors. As singular photons hit the
pixels, that is to say, as quantized light shines on the collectors, they increase in electrical charge
by a discrete amount. After exposure, the shutter closes (just like a normal camera), and the
charge of each pixel is “read-out” to the connected computer, a several second process
depending on image size, which will be discussed later.
There are some failings to this equipment, however. As the reader might already notice, any
photon will trip the pixels the same discrete amount, which means variations in each photon’s
properties (namely its wavelength, or the “color” of the light) will still be read out in a greyscale.
For transits, however, we are only concerned with color when we deal with the extinction of
two differently colored target stars (more on this later), and analysis is only concerned with total
apparent brightness anyway. In addition, the actual electronics of the CCD have the tendency of
adding noise to images too, especially at relatively “high” temperatures. If the CCD operates in

2

http://www.adorama.com/SB10XMEC1.html
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temperatures above freezing, the “hot” copper wiring itself can increase voltage readings,
making false brightness readings. Add to the fact of the CCD is filled with “hot” and “dead”
pixels (overly sensitive and unresponsive pixels, respectively) and math errors generated by
software when doing numerical calculations (or mathematical “bias”), CCDs are only useful
when we can include all of these sources of noise.

Autoguider (Guider Chip)
In some CCD systems, an additional, smaller chip is
included right above the main imager chip. This
chip, called the autoguider chip, is used to make
minute tracking movements and keep the target
stars in frame. Most equatorial mounts have their
own tracking algorithm, however when exposure
times begin to exceed half a minute, most of these
systems are too jerky and do not perfectly capture
the stars’ movement.3
This is where the autoguider comes in. If a bright
star can be centered on this smaller chip, the chip
can expose fast exposures and automatically correct
any drift from the previous exposure. By keeping
this guide star centered, the target stars in turn stay
centered.
However, it’s not just about keeping the cluster of
stars in frame. If we keep the target stars in the
same place in each frame, the more likely the
exposures will resolve as circles instead of blurred
ellipses. The more circle-like the stars look, the
more accurate later analysis will be.

Figure 3: A typical array of an imager chip and
its smaller autoguider chip inside most CCDs.
Notice they share the same shutter, so long
download times may render the autoguider
3
ineffective.

There is one pitfall with the autoguider. To make several autoguider exposures in one imager
exposure, the guide star almost always needs to be brighter than the target stars. Even though
these images do not need to be particularly long to get a position reading of the star, the
autoguiding routine losses its effectiveness when tracking a particularly dim star. When this is
the case, astronomers must depend once more on their mounts’ own tracking.

Focal Reducer
The focal reducer is a simple optical system that shrinks the telescope’s images before they
arrive on the CCD’s imager chip. By shrinking the distances between stars, we increase the
chance of having similar stars in the field of view of the imager chip. Or rather, we increase the
3

http://www.themcdonalds.net/~themcdo/richard/index.php?title=Astrophotography_Equipment:
_Autoguiding
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probability of having a valid target and companion star pairing. While not an essential portion of
the optics in the telescope, a focal reducer gives an edge to any transit search.

Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF)
IRAF is free software that the majority of the astrophysics
community uses to make differential photometry on their
images. While the program does not have the most userfriendly interface and has very clunky calibration set-up, it
makes very accurate calculations when handled by a skillful
user. The software has a whole host of analysis packages, so
large in fact few professional astronomers can claim full
proficiency with the whole program. However, we were only
concerned with one particular portion of the software. In
essence, our use of IRAF can be condensed into three steps4:

4

Figure 4: The IRAF logo.

First off, each exposure must be “reduced” before analysis can be attempted. To do this, we
take calibration images (called “flats,” “biases,” and “darks,” which all share a part in eliminating
the noise mentioned in the CCD section), and subtract it from each science image. This way, we
can gain more accuracy in the following calculations.
Next, we create correctly sized apertures (or mathematical foci that are used to determine
brightness), based on the reduced data and the user’s judgment, and generate photometry of
the target stars. If manipulated correctly, the skilled user will generate a text file for each image
with the magnitudes and error bars of each target star. However, for a new user, the same text
file might not include all the stars required, or worse, generate data for too many stars. If the
perfect amount is made, it greatly reduces the man hours for the next step.
Finally, we compare images. With the text file generated from the previous step, we compile all
the data for the night into one spreadsheet file. Once inside the spreadsheet, we can perform
the “differential” part of “differential photometry.” Namely, we subtract companion stars from
target, as mentioned before, create a table of the results, generate a scatterplot of the
differential magnitude, and presto! We have a visual representation of the transit!
If the reader is interested in these techniques and technologies, Observational Astronomy
(ASTRO-444) is offered in Cal Poly San Luis Obispo every other Fall quarter, which covers these
observational techniques and more for other phenomena.

Summer 2010 Research Process
The whole intent of the research conducted in the Summer of 2010 was to continue the work
done by the students of Summer 2008, and be a stepping stone for those to follow afterward. At
4

http://iraf.noao.edu/
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minimum, we wish to only calibrate the gear installed by the previous group. Ideally, however,
the research will progress far enough where actual constructive observations can be made, and
scientific discovery thereafter. To make this kind of progress, our group determined a sequence
of three steps to follow over the duration of the summer:
First, all gear and technology must be calibrated and correctly installed. While the previous
group did more or less this step, the 2010 group recognized that some time might have to be
slated to not only reinstall all the components that had been disassembled from the previous
academic years’ worth of amateur viewing, but also learn how to operate these technologies.
While classes like ASTR 444 teach most students the bare basics of making observations with Cal
Poly’s CCD, subtler pieces of technology like the autoguider and new focuser had to be
implemented to achieve the desired accuracies of transit observations. While it seems to be a
short order to learn any new software, some of the gear proved to be extremely evasive, which
will be discussed later in this paper.
Second, once all technologies and techniques are applied to the fully functioning observatory,
the team had to prove that all data collected by the installation was in fact viable. This is an
important step, because if insufficient proof is given that observatory is in fact accurate and
confident in its numbers, any result generated can be dismissed as statistical noise. To prove
that the observatory can generate strong, consistent data, the team would make observations
of NON-TRANSITING, non-variable stars for several sessions before attempting actual transits.
Once enough of these trials are made, we can examine the accuracy of CPO in a variety of
scenarios. How do the data scatter in clear weather? Or how important is extinction at lower
altitude angles? Ideally, the data should show a flat brightness plateau for such non-variable
light sources. If any other shape is generated, or error bars are greater than a handful of millimagnitudes in tolerance, then we cannot consider the data supplied by the observatory to be
accurate enough to insinuate possible planets from fuzzy step functions that might be later
seen.
Finally, if these first two steps are completed without any hitches, only then can the observatory
attempt to make observations of transit phenomena. While it would be nice to think that a 12”
telescope at this point is now ready to take vast pictures of the sky, compare hundreds of
candidate stars and make discoveries of brand new transit candidates, it would be more realistic
to understand a set-up like CPO to function as a “transit confirmer” instead of a “transit finder.”
Using the list of candidate transit suspects from such resources as Transit Search5 or the
Exoplanet Encyclopedia6, CPO can now attempt to look at confirmed and unconfirmed transiting
stars, and see if CPO can even achieve the desired step functions. By observing well documented
transiting stars, we can confirm whether or not we generate the same shape as shown in other
trails inside these data bases. By observing poorly documented candidates, we instead run the

5
6

http://www.oklo.org/transitsearch/
exoplanet.eu
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possibility of collecting data that might help better confirm a star. Either way, any observations
made on any star system could potentially be beneficial.

Results
Once the project actually got started, the group encountered more problems than anticipated
with Step 1 and 2. However, once environmental obstacles and technical difficulties were
overcome, the data generated has been nothing but encouraging!

Weather Considerations
In the Summer of 2010, San Luis Obispo was hit with a particularly mild summer pattern
throughout July and August. Because of this, only a handful of observations were made over the
span of two months, which was particularly agitating when stuck with monotonous tasks of
testing equipment that would only function when given a clear night, which in turn would slow
down the schedule of taking future observations of more interesting objects. Indeed, the typical
night during this two month period was for observer(s) to open the slit at 7:30pm local, take
flats around 8:00-8:30, start observing 9:00-9:30, only to have the clockwork-like 10pm fog roll
in once the night’s target star is lined up and dialed in.
However, not all was for naught. Some of the best observations were made before and after
these months, i.e. early July and early September. The project was still completed with a
reasonable amount of data in the end, however it makes one wonder how much more data
could be collected if the summer was instead more typical hot season: dry and clear.

Autoguider’s (Eventual) Success
Another aspect of the summer that bogged down observations was the temperamental nature
of the autoguider chip at the beginning of the summer. While not an essential component to
observing, its absence was definitely felt when observers had to constantly mind exposures to
make sure things stay in frame.
The problem was this. Every time the CCD was rotated to capture better frames of each night’s
targets, the autoguider had to be calibrated so it could learn the new directional axes it makes
corrections on. However, for some reason or another, the software that takes care of such
calibrations simply would not cooperate. No matter how many attempts were made on any
bright star or any length of exposure, the software would not complete its subroutine. It was not
until later, when the team had to actually contact SBIG ((the makers of the CCD model used in
CPO), that the issue was resolved when calibrations were done with the imager chip instead of
the autoguider chip.
In the end, the slow development of the autoguider meant that some of the early science
images had to be done without this tool. On August 16th, 2010, we took our first observations
with the newly calibrated autoguider. As seen on the next page, the installation of the
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autoguider generated a nice spr
spread of data with slim error bars. With graphs like this one and a
few others over the duration of the summer, the team has proved the viable scientific
observations of CPO.

Figure 4: A comparison between a non-autoguided
autoguided and autoguided collection of data. While the spread roughly looks the
same (the MAG axes are both over the interval of 60 millimagnitudes)
millimagnitudes), the error bars in the long run are better when
autoguiding. Note however the time axes are quite different, in expressio
expression
n and in duration.
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HD189733b (July 1st, 2010)
On the first of July, the group got one of
its first chances to observe a transit in
relatively clear weather. While their
technique was not quite as polished as
their later observations, and the
autoguider was still not calibrated
correctly at the time, impressive data
was still collected.
HD189733, also commonly catalogued as
V452 Vulpeculae, is a binary star system
of two dwarf stars. Even though multistellar
systems
traditionally
are
st
Figure 5: Sample science image of July 1 ’s field of view. Green
undesirable targets to observe due to circled star is target (HD189733), red circle is companion. Note
their tendencies of periodic brightness IRAF mirrors science images during analysis, so this sample is a
mirror of the night sky.
variance from stellar transits or other
visual phenomena, HD189733 is a special case. In fact, the secondary star, 2MASS
J20004297+2242342, was discovered after the planet, orbiting about 216 AU from the primary
star. This means this binary companion has little gravitational influence over the system. Couple
with the fact that the primary star is a cool, dim dwarf star increased the chances of having a
planet discovered, which is exactly what happened in 2005. Now, even though the primary
HD189733 has proven to have temperamental sunspots that infrequently influence brightness
observations, this star system is one of the more heavily documented planetary systems in our
close neighborhood (a mere 64 light years away).
HD189733b, the one discovered planet of the system, is a “Hot Jupiter,” a gas giant larger than
Jupiter (in this case around 13% larger), and orbits the primary star a mere .03 AU from the
orange dwarf (to put this in perspective, Mercury orbits our sun at .38 AU, over ten times the
distance!). Due to this close proximity and it’s year of 2.2 days, HD189733 has not only been
tracked with the transit method, but with spectroscopy too. While no direct image can be
resolved from a point source 60+ ly away, astronomers can still discern the reflected spectra
from the planet compared to the star’s spectra during certain points in its orbit, a technique that
has in fact confirmed water vapor in the planet’s atmosphere (Bouchy et al., 2005)!
On July 1st, the CPO observed the transit for a little over two hours, collecting around 200
photometry-ready images. In that time, we were able to observe 2nd, 3rd, and 4th contacts. The
observatory was unfortunately not quick enough to capture 1st contact. Ultimately, however,
when one needs to choose between an incomplete transit with reference base brightness and a
complete transit with all four contacts with no base brightness, always make the first choice. If
one cannot reference what the star’s brightness before/after the transit, then the captured
images means nothing.
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In any case, the encouraging point from this night’s observations was the fact our observations
completely agreed with the predicted end
end-transit time. As we see in the below graph, 4th
contact roughly occurs right before JJ-Date
Date 2455379.88, which is when the Transit Search
Ephemeris predicted it. This agreement between real observations and predicted data from
other sources was a great start to the summer’s observations.

st

nd

rd

th

Figure 6: Light curve of July 1 . Notice it appears 2 , 3 , and 4 contacts are easily seen. This is one of the clearest images
the CPO took over the summer. Clean and small error bars, distinct contact transitions, extreme depths, and consistent
co
points make for the most convincing graphs.
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GJ876b (September 2nd, 2010)
GJ876, which stands for Gliese 876, is a red dwarf star roughly 15
light years away. Once again, we see that the most successful transit
detections come from close, very dim stars. Unlike HD189733,
astronomers have had massive success detecting not one, but four
planets (three of which are detectable with transits), and all orbit
well within the Venusian distance from the Sun.
GJ876b is the planet of our interest. Discovered in 1998, the first
planet to be discovered of the four, this additional “Hot Jupiter”
(roughly 2.3 Jupiter masses to be precise) severely truncates the
brightness of GJ876. Due to the dim, small size of the star, and the
close orbit of .21 AU, brightness plummets at 14.43 % every 61 days
(Marcy et al., 1998).
However, the terrestrial position of CPO is non-ideal to make
observations of this system. GJ876 sits too far southern in the sky
for the 35o N latitude observatory, and the stellar “neighborhood” is
quite bare of effective companion stars.
Nevertheless, the CPO still attempted to observe one of the star’s
transits. Not only because the transits GJ876 are brief but intense,
but because this was one of the stars observed by the UCSC team in
2004. While it was unlikely we could get perfectly comparable
picture to compare, it was still important to attempt a chance to
compare results between the two California college observatories.

Figure 7: Sample science image
nd
of Sept. 2 ’s field of view.
Green circled star is target
(GJ876), red circle is the
brighter companion.

Unfortunately, the star proved to be too difficult to track this particular night. As the night
progressed, it turned out not only was the star situated close to a waxing gibbous Moon, but the
sky rotated the star into a stand of trees to the west of the observatory. This cut observations
short, but we still got to see the start of the very extreme transit.
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nd

Figure 8: Light curve of Sept. 2 , 2010. No error bars or binning were applied because the group decided without a complete
st
transit, the intent of comparing this data to UCSC’s observations would be unachievable. However, 1 contact did occur
when predicted. The gap in data around 2455221.95 JJ-Date
Date was due to the group raising the windshield of the dome to keep
tracking the transit before it dipped to close to the horizon, rendering it impossible to observe.
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HD192263b (September, 3rd, 2010)
Yet another orange dwarf star like HD189733,
HD192263 is a dim 8th magnitude star that can be
seen (with low-tech aid) in the Aquila Constellation.
Residing roughly 65 light years away (another
disturbingly close characteristic to HD189733),
HD192263 has one planetary companion, which was
discovered in 1999 (Santos et al., 2003).
However, unlike any other candidate star system
observed over the summer, HD192263b, according
to our understanding of the data presented in
Transit Search, is an unconfirmed transit. While the
planet has been documented for 11 years (albeit in
controversy, see reference for details) through other
methods, not enough definitive data has been
observed to dispel the reasonable criticisms of fellow
astronomers about its transit possibilities. This is
most likely due to the fact that HD192263 is THE
brightest star in its region of sky. While this is great
to find accurate brightness gradients, it means
nothing if we cannot compare to a similarly bright
neighbor.
rd

In short, the group was forced to choose a Figure 9: Sample science image of Sept. 3 ’s field
of view. Green circled star is target (HD192263),
companion star several arcseconds away from
red circle is the distant companion.
HD192263. This may not seem to be a substantial
setback; however this may very well be the reason why this planetary system remains
unconfirmed. To fully confirm the planet, several observations from multiple installations must
record its transits, far more than other, more direct planetary systems.
Because of this fact, HD192263b is shrouded in mystery. While the orbital period is well
documented (24.4 days, with very little error), and the depth of the transit is commonly
accepted to be a pleasing 2.4%, the planet’s mass and orbital distance is horribly inaccurate.
Theorized to be at sub-Mercury distances of .15 AU, the communal astronomical data cannot
even fully confirm the planet to be within one full astronomical unit. As for mass, the planet is
accepted to be .64 Jupiter masses, the tolerance is so loose, it could be anywhere between .03
to 1.25 MJ.
In any case, HD192263 is an excellent study of how useful the CPO can be for larger transit
search projects. The only way to better define the properties mentioned is by taking as many
observations as possible, observations that the CPO can hopefully contribute towards.
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Figure 10: Light curve of Sept. 3 , 2010. Like HD189733 earlier, observations start while the transit was in full swing.
However, when the planet finished transiting at around 245442.78, the brightness became completely erratic. This might the
effects of the poor candidate, which are incre
increased by poor seeing conditions. Alone, this night’s observations
observation cannot even
hope to confirm a transit, however if coupled with a database of similar observations, a community’s worth of teamwork
may confirm its existence. Note this graph is after binning.
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HAT-P-6b (September 6th, 2010)
September 6th was one of the last
nights the group could take
observations before the school year
started, before the CPO was once
again opened to the community
(namely the Cal Poly Astronomy Club
and others), which would dissolve
the monopoly the team had on the
gear they had all summer long. Due
to this fact, the team thought it best
to tax their gear and techniques as
much as possible for the last target,
to see if they can find the limits of
the CPO. To this end, they picked
HAT-P-6, a dim star with a shallow
transit depth.
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Figure 11: Sample science image of Sept. 6 ’s field of view. Green
circled star is target (HD192263), red circles are the multiple
companions. This was the first time the group attempted several
companions.

However, HAT-P-6 is not a dim star because it’s a smaller, cooler dwarf like the others of the
summer. Instead, it is an F-type star, a spectral type that is slightly larger, brighter, and hotter
than our Sun, which is a comforting change from the dimmer dwarfs we’ve been using.
However, HAT-P-6 is idiosyncratic for being roughly 650 light years away, which is several
hundred light years further than most interested transit targets. In turn, even though this makes
HAT-P-6 one of the (absolute) brightest stars we observed over the summer, it was also one of
the dimmest at apparent magnitude 10.5, due to the tremendous distance it resides at.
Surprisingly though, HAT-P-6b is one of the more well documented planetary discoveries of
2007, due in part with its very busy neighborhood of similarly bright companion stars. This “Hot
Jupiter,” which orbits at a scalding .05 AU distance (remember, F-type star!) with a mass barely
larger than that of Jupiter, orbits HAT-P-6 every 3.9 days, making observations easy and more
frequent than stars like HD192263 (Noyes et al., 2008)
However, the one piece that does make HAT-P-6 hard to observe is its transit depth of .94% of
the already abysmal 10.5 apparent magnitude. Observing a transit that is sub-1% on a star with
an apparent magnitude of double digits is what made the group interest in this target, a final
test of the summer’s work.
In the end, strangely enough, we are left with a perplexing result. While we indeed observe
some kind of dimming phenomena at the predicted times of 1st and 4th contacts, the overall
shape of the apparent brightness is not the normal flat plateau that we normal encounter for
non-variable target/companion stars. As it stands, the group theorizes that since the one target
and two companions appear to not be variable stars, the stars might have encountered different
amounts of extinction not due to different atmospheric effects, but due to differences in color.
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If companion(s) and target disagree in color to
too
o greatly, light extinction may occur at different
rates for each, which cannot be helped if they are the only valid companions. Only very good
algorithms can subtract such considerations away from the data and leave the transit intact.
All and all, it is still encouraging to see that such a small observatory can detect this kind of
disturbance, even if it is a little garbled with less than desirable error bars. The fact that it can
detect something with these lackluster qualities of poor brightness and poo
poorr depth must show
that the CPO is a viable and useful installation for transit observations.
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Figure 12: Light curve of Sept. 6 , 2010. Though this was the only night an entire transit was observed, the results proved to
be onee of the most puzzling. Note while the error bars look quite large, realize the Di
Differential
fferential Magnitude axis is only 20
millimagnitudes tall. The awkward dip does appear to start and finish when predicted, but the secondary curve does not
match any of the flat
lat lines in any of the other nights. This is most likely due to chromatic ext
extinction,
inction, since HAT-P-6
HAT
might be a
hotter color than both its companions
companions,, and thus dims/brightens at a different rate when setting/rising in the sky,
respectively. Sites like TRESCA
CA have algorithms that can still plot a predicted transit shape with these cases, even when they
become complex like this. With these algorithms, we can compare purposed models of planetary systems with real
observations.
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TRESCA Database
TRESCA7 is a database monitored and managed by the Czech Astronomical Society whose goal is
to be a repository of amateur transit observations. While sites like NASA Star and Exoplanet
Database (NStED)8, the Exoplanet Encyclopedia, and SIMBAD9 all have a wealth of information
on actual star and exoplanet statistics, TRESCA is the only place to see actual submissions from
other observatories, and is the best place to post one’s findings to the global community. Once
submitted, TRESCA also models the proposed transit light curve, and fits it to the line, which can
be used for statistical analysis.
No data from the Summer 2010 team was ever submitted, however the hope is that any group
that follows us will have the tools and understanding to start making contributions to such sites.
Using Transit Search as an ephemeris database, SIMBAD as a guide to neighbor stars, and
TRESCA as a submission site, any astronomer group with limited resources can become a worthy
addition to the global community.

Conclusion
In the end, we find the summer to be a substantial success. While the CPO encountered several
frustrating obstacles that slowed down the planned progress of the research, the end results
were far more then we dared hoped. Both our group and our advisor had strong and legitimate
trepidations that no transiting phenomena could be documented for the whole summer due to
the poor seeing conditions of San Luis Obispo. Instead, we saw a transit whenever we
attempted a night of observation, and in the end, were only hindered by atmospheric obstacles
instead of technological.
In short, I believe we have successfully proven that the CPO is a valid installation to generate
useful transit data that can contribute to the global pursuit of exoplanets. While we ourselves
might not have succeeded in this endeavor in any particular candidate star system, we laid
down the foundation and groundwork for others to come after us and continue Cal Poly’s
pursuit of exoplanets.
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8
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